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June 28th Meeting 
 
Budget- 
*Deposit was put down for Mob Museum 
*Deposit was put down for Horsemans Park 
*Discussed budgets for clinicians: 
Alex Gibson-$2500 
Jenny Veenstra- $2000 
Farrier- Maybe $1000 
 
Offsite Activities- 
*Horsemans Park- Deposit was put down 
*Southpoint- was trying to work with them on stabling but for now its  
off the table 
*Cost for stabling at Horsemans Park- $15 dollars per day 
*Mob Museum- put deposit down 
*Discussed possibility of Hoover Dam Bus Tour for those that arrive  
early- have a sign up for this? Discussed offering it to see if anyone  would like to do this on either Sunday or Thursday 
(price doesn’t  
matter for this) 
*Bus pricing was discussed- $1800 ? 
Horses Coming- 
Lea- in charge of presentation 
*Discussed possibility of showing different movements at each  level 
*Brittany to display costumes 
*Participation to be discussed in future meetings 
Schedule Updates- 
*KFPS- Someone will be coming 
*Braiding Presentation- Braiding and grooming tips to be discussed  
(possible time filler) 
*Discussed Lunch- Food Truck possibility? Or Boxed Lunches 
*Discussed possible Schedule Change- Go straight to the arena at  
9:30am?  
Sponsorship- 
*Extreme Supplements- sponsoring Mob Museum 
*Big Dee- Possibility of putting together basket for silent auction 
*Platinum Performance- Lea to contact about this 
*Rebecca- working on sponsorhips 
Social Media Campaign  
*Website Registration Page- Jason has been working on this and  
getting photos too 
Round Table  
*Rebecca- Asked about discussing shoeing for judging, maybe  
something the farrier can discuss 
*Matthew- Health Committee to possibly give an update at the event 
*Annette- asked about needing to come early? Possibly Thursday  
*Lea and Joan- items for event are ok to ship to them 
*We discussed needing ground people- possibly those who are local  
help with the registration table (maybe Southern California Club to  
help with volunteers) 
* Driving Demo?  
* Lauren- silent auction items let Lauren know to keep inventory 
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-July 26th Next meeting  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


